1. At the beginning of January, you set out 4 massive jugs in a visible space at your school (front office, gym, main hallway, lunchroom, etc.).

2. Label each jug to represent a different team of students (grade level, classrooms, sports teams).

3. Once the jars are labeled, each team tries to fill their OWN jug with as many Pennies as possible throughout the month!

4. Points:
   - Each Penny is 1 point.
   - While each grade level is trying to fill their own jar with pennies, they are also trying to fill the OTHER grade level jars with silver (nickles, dimes, quarters).
   - Any silver is negative points.

   (Nickel: -1, Dime: -5, Quarter: -25) pennies are positive points.

Throughout the month, you want to fill your own team’s jar up with as many Pennies as possible, to add points to your team, while putting any silver you have in the other teams jars, to take away points from the other classes.